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Education Intern

- Taught English to two groups of 8 – 12 year olds with fellow Princeton intern
- Conducted introductory Computer Classes for small group of students from each English class
- Taught introductory English Language skills to women that worked in the Sewing Center associated with the organization
- Worked to set up a sustainable long term plan, and came up with syllabus and teaching material for the same.
Pictures with our Students and the Staff
Meeting Incredible People!

- The women at the sewing center being incredibly determined and intelligent
- Our students connecting with us despite our differences
- The wonderful and helpful staff at our Volunteer House and at the school
Around the Classroom
Sustainable documentation

- When we arrived, we were thrown into the classroom with no concrete information about the class level.

- Realized that the kids needed consistency in teaching methods and continuity in material despite changing teachers.
### Lesson Plans and Teaching Material

#### WEEK THREE:

**Goals:**
- Master simple verbs
- Introduce conjugation of verbs in simple present tense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Subject Material</th>
<th>Teaching Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tuesday, June 13 | • Review Subjects  
                   ○ Regular Verbs Part 2 (Side 1)  
                   ○ To Sing  
                   ○ To Dance  
                   ○ To Laugh  
                   ○ To Jump  
                   ○ To Sit  
| Wednesday, June 14 | • Regular Verbs Part 2 (Side 2)  
                   ○ To Stand  
                   ○ To Listen  
                   ○ To Wash  
                   ○ To Smile  
                   ○ To Draw  
| Thursday, June 15  | • Review all the verbs (20 verbs from this week and the previous week)  
                   • Big worksheet to check the identification of all the verbs  

---

**Sustainable Documentation 2**

[Lesson Plans and Teaching Material](#)
Reflection on Creating Impact

- Princeton is so intellectual – working with kids gave me the opportunity to connect from the heart instead of the head.
- Made me realize that making sustainable impact is really important to me.
- Made me think about my academic plans – and fed my interest in developing technology for teaching.
Time to grow and travel

I had the opportunity to engage with the culture, travel to some absolutely incredible places and eat some of the best food of my life!